Description: This is a 6 mile moderate circuit hike featuring a great view
west from Fisher’s gap, two beautiful streams and many awesome
waterfalls. If you want a longer trek add the 2.7 mile Lewis Springs Falls
Loop for a total of 8.7 miles. I’ve not hiked the later but photos I’ve seen of
the falls and an additional view makes this a worthwhile addendum to your
outing.
Directions from US 211 in Sperryville:
1. Continue west on US 211.
2. Exit onto Skyline Drive South (After paying entrance fee of
$10.00/car).
3. Enter the Shenandoah National Park ($10.00 per vehicle) and proceed
south on Skyline drive to Big Meadows (After mile 51 marker). Turn
right into Big Meadows and follow the signs to the Amphitheater
Parking lot.
Trail Notes: From the Amphitheater take the spur trail to the left of it down
to the white-blazed AT. Turn right at the concrete post. In about 0.7 miles
the trail will fork. The right fork leads to the campground. Take the left fork
staying on the AT.
Pass through a nice stand of Grey Birch and then a stand of dead Hemlocks.
Six years ago this used to be a cool, shady area to pass through.
Unfortunately, the Wooly Adelgid has stripped most of the needles from the
trees.
At about 1 mile from the last trail junction arrive at Fisher’s Gap and a great
view westward. Continue on a gravel road toward Skyline Dr. The AT will
turn left before you get to the Drive. Stay on the gravel road. Cross the drive
and shortly there after turn left onto yellow-blazed Skyland-Big Meadows
Horse Trail.
In about 0.6 miles from the last junction turn right onto blue-blazed Rose
River Loop Trail. After a series of switchbacks begin following the river to a
25 foot waterfall. This is a great lunch spot. A steep bushwhack a little
further down the river will put you at the base of yet another water fall.
After lunch return to the trail, which turns away from the river for a while
but continues to parallel it downhill. In about 0.4 miles turn right and pass
the ruins and tailings of an old copper mine on the right.
Soon cross a small tributary and then Hogcamp Branch on a steel bridge and
turn right. Begin a steady climb along the stream, passing numerous rapids
and falls along the way.
In one mile arrive at Rose River Fire Rd. Turn right, crossing Hogccamp
Branch on a bridge (beginning of Dark Hollow Falls is to your left.) and then
left as you climb more steeply out of the hollow. Enjoy the falls at 2
observation areas on the way up.
At 0.8 miles above Rose River Fire Rd. cross Skyline Drive. Pass the Big
Meadows Horse Trail and follow the Story of the Forest Nature Trail. At a

concrete post surrounded by evergreens (mostly Red Spruce) turn left and
follow the trail out to the Big Meadows Driveway. Turn right on an asphalt
trail and follow it to the camp registration Cabin. Cross the driveway just
before the cabin and follow the signs back to the amphitheater.
The Lewis Spring Falls loops starts there if you wish to lengthen your stay.

